
Everyone deserves Gold Standard End of Life Care

End of Life Care: Planning 

Ahead

Using a population health approach to 

meet the needs of our population.

Prof Keri Thomas
Founder & Chair, GSF

Chair, Coalition of Frontline Care 

For People Nearing The End Of Life



THE INTEGRATED CARE 

SYTEMS AWARD 

-significant improvements and inspirational 

care for older people nearing the end of life 

across the wider ICB population, whole 

system joined-up working, affirming 

generalist frontline teams etc.

Deadline April 29th  

https://www.palliativecareawards.co.uk/nomi

nate/

The Coalition of Frontline Care for People Nearing the End of Life 
sponsoring 2 new awards -

THE PARTNERSHIP WORKING ACROSS 

HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE AWARD

-exemplary collaboration across the health and 

social care sectors, with tangible and sustainable 

benefits for people nearing the end of life.

OTHER AWARDS - care homes, hospices, 

palliative care teams, fundraising, nursing etc.

New Care Talk Awards

https://www.palliativecareawards.co.uk/nominate/
https://www.palliativecareawards.co.uk/nominate/


Everyone deserves Gold Standard End of Life Care.

Agenda

10.30am Welcome & Introduction Prof Keri Thomas & 

Dr Julie Barker

10.35am Population based systems for the last years of life -

optimising value and minimising waste 

Prof Sir Muir Gray

10.55am Why should ICBs prioritise EOL Care? Dr Julie Barker

11.15am Role of GSF as a springboard for change. Case study: Dudley Dr Joanne Bowen

11.45am Q&A Discussion Panel – Interactive

12pm Finish
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Everyone deserves Gold Standard End of Life Care

Prof Sir Muir Gray

Director 

Oxford Value & Stewardship Programme 

Population based systems for the last 

years of life - optimising value and 

minimising waste
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1. Population ageing 

2. New diseases and conditions eg Covid and MGUS

3. New interventions which may create a new need or may change the 
threshold for intervention 

4. The ‘relentless increase in the volume and intensity of clinical practice’

There are four main causes of increasing 
need and demand



The main driver of demand is not population ageing 

Source: Office for Budget Responsibility
https://obr.uk/docs/dlm_uploads/Health-FSAP.pdf

62%

29%

9%

Drivers of demand (OBR 2015)

Intensity and innovation GDP and inflation Demographics (inc. ageing)



New diseases and conditions

Pre diabetes – male aged 78, BMI 23 , 
based on a single reading of HbA1c 43 in 
a blood test done for a reason other 
than concern about pre diabetes 



New diseases and conditions - MGUS Monoclonal Gammopathy  of 
Undetermined Significance  



New Interventions and Technologies – in the UK a decision was 
made not to introduce screening for glaucoma but the 
development of a low cost equipment has resulted in every 
optician now measuring intra ocular pressure  



“The relentless increase in the volume and intensity of clinical 
practice “

IF A GP REQUESTS A BLOOD TEST  ‘HAEMOGLOBIN’ , THEY GET 29 BLOOD VARIABLES REPORTED 
INCLUDING “LIVER TEST’ ‘KIDNEY TEST’ ‘THYROID TEST ‘ AND ‘BONE TEST’
THERE ARE SIMILAR INCREASES IN CT AND MRI WHICH PICK UP FALSE POSITIVES



In the next decade need and demand will increase by at 
least 20 % so what can we do? 

Well, we need to continue to 
1. Prevent disease, disability, dementia and frailty
to reduce need 
2.Improve outcome by provide only effective, evidence 
based interventions 
3. Improve outcome by increasing quality and safety of 
process 
4.  Increase productivity by reducing cost  

These measures reduce need and improve efficiency but 
they have not addressed three huge problems



The first is unwarranted 
variation in healthcare ie
”Variation in utilization of health 
care services that cannot be 
explained by variation in patient 
need or patient preferences.”

Jack Wennberg



Unwarranted variation reveals two other problems 



THESE ARE FROM THE NHS ATLAS OF VARIATION BUT FIND  ANY LOCAL 
DATA 



The second problem is overuse and waste and it is not controlled simply 
by funding only interventions that have evidence of cost effectiveness 
because of the need to consider the optimal use of cost effective 
interventions 

BENEFIT

Resources

Effect 
Size

Avedis Donabedian first described how increased investment in even an 
intervention of proven cost effectiveness followed 
The Law of Diminishing Returns 



BENEFIT

HARM

Resources

Effect 
Size

Avedis Donabedian also taught us that all health care causes 
harm, and the more you do, the more harm it does

The benefit is a little higher and the harm a little lower if quality is higher 
but the basic shapes are the same 



POINT       
OF    

OPTIMALITY                              

BENEFIT

HARM

Resources

BENEFIT -HARM

Effect 
Size

UNDERUSE                          OVERUSE

&WASTE

And he defined a Point of Optimality  beyond which 
resources are wasted and would give greater value if 
used on another segment of the population   
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The third problem is Underuse of high value interventions which results in 
1. Preventable disability and death often  combined with 
2. inequity
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Comparison of NHS joint replacement in NHS 2012 
Wealthiest ward =100

Wealthiest Poorest

A new paradigm is needed – Value Based Healthcare 



personal value - appropriate care to achieve a patient’s personal goals
allocative value - equitable resource distribution across all populations and 
within each population across all patient groups
technical value - achievement of best possible outcomes with available 
resources; it is important to emphasise that this means using the resources 
for all the people in need in the population not just those who reach the 
service and become patients, for example focusing on all the people in with 
hip pain, not just those people who have had a hip replacement. This means 
that technical value also includes measurement and minimisation of 
inequity
social value - contribution of healthcare to social participation and 
connectedness

Four perspectives of value as defined by the G20



There are four types of waste in healthcare
1. Waste left after a job has been done.

2. Waste due to low technical efficiency.

3. Waste when intervention do not achieve outcomes that matter or 
do more harm than good

4. Waste due to opportunity costs where waste is the use of resources 
that would produce more value if used for

*another purpose for that sub-group of the population  or
*another subgroup of the population.







Here is the new agenda to increase value by shifting resources 
from lower value which may be zero value where the resources 
are being wasted to higher value activity 

• Define population segments with a common need such as people with 
respiratory disease and allocate resources optimally

• Design the system for each population sub-group for example for 
people with COPD

• Ensure each individual makes decisions to optimise personal value

• Deliver value for the population and all the individuals in need 
equitably through networks

• Create the culture of stewardship, with a governance process that 
promotes collective responsibility with clinicians responsible for 
optimizing the use of the resources their population segment’s budget 
and clinical time 



self-care 

informal care 

generalist care

specialist care

super-specialist care 

BUREAUCRACIES
NHS   local   drug    insurance
PUBLIC         PRIVATE 

LEVELS 
OF 
CARE 



self-care 

informal care 

generalist care

specialist care

super-specialist care 

BUREAUCRACIES
NHS    local  drug  insurance

PUBLIC     PRIVATE  

People in the last year of life 
People with  back pain
People with asthma

TO 3D HEALTHCARE 

LEVELS 
OF 
CARE 

SEGMENTS OF 
THE POPULATION
DEFINED BY NEED 



‘if the market is a marvel, then why do we 
need firms? 
But then the question can be turned 
around. 
If internal organisation enjoys advantages 
over markets, then why is not all 
production carried out in one big firm?’

Source: The Economics of Transaction Costs 
Oliver Williamson and Scott E Masten (1999)
Joint Winner of the Nobel Prize for Economic Science 2009

Oliver Williamson

Source: Wikimedia

Design the system for each population sub-group

Healthcare is too complex for bureaucracies or markets, alone or 
working together to provide the solution - what is needed is a SYSTEM



The principles of system design for Better Value 
Healthcare are that, in designing a system, it is 
necessary to

• Define the scope of the programme

• Define the population to be served

• Reach agreement on the aim and objectives of the service

• For each objective, to find one or more criteria

• For each of the criteria, identify levels of performance that 
can be used as quality standards

• Identify all the resources used to create a system budget

• Define all the partners to engage in a Clinical Network 

• Produce a system specification 

• Prepare a plan to build the system



Setting the aim, for example in a system for people 
in the last year of life  

to enable dying well as well as living well 



To reduce the incidence of Type 2 diabetes 

To diagnose type 2 diabetes promptly and accurately

To treat type 2 diabetes effectively with minimal side effects

To enable the person with type 2 diabetes to be confident in their management 
and minimise psychological adverse side effects of diagnosis

To reduce the risk of complications from Type 2 diabetes 

When asked to set objectives clinicians and representatives of people 
with the problem usually focus on clinical objectives adapted forthe
population 



The objectives for a population based system for 
living and dying well 

to identify people in the last year of life 
to promote and enable indiviudals to express their 
preferences clearly
to provide intensive support to those who need it 
most 



To reduce the incidence of Type 2 diabetes 

To diagnose type 2 diabetes promptly and accurately

To treat type 2 diabetes effectively with minimal side effects

To enable the person with type 2 diabetes to be confident in their management and minimise psychological 
adverse side effects of diagnosis

To reduce the risk of complications from Type 2 diabetes 

To minimise the effects of deprivation and  inequity

To make optimal use of resources

To educate all the relevant professionals, for example pharmacy assistants and care home staff 
about type 2 diabetes and its management

To promote and support research

To produce an annual report for the population served

However there are five other objectives the clinical group responsible for and to 
the population need to adopt



Evidence,

Derived from the 

study of groups 

of patients                      

The value this patient

places on benefits & harms of the 

options and on risk taking

The clinical condition of this patient; other 

diagnoses, risk factors including genomic 

information and in particular their problem, 

what bothers them psychologically & socially

Decision 

Patient 
Report of 
the impact 
of the 
decision on 
problem 
that was 
bothering
them most

3 . Ensure each individual makes decisions that optimise personal 
value



4. Deliver value for the population and all the individuals 
in need equitably through networks

Population 
with a 

common 
need

Social 
Care

Primary Care Network

Hospital

Hierarchies and
population-centred 

networks 

Hierarchies Networks



Elinor Ostrom realised that the Tragedy of 
the Commons is not inevitable.

“If those using the resources are allowed to 
manage those common pooled resources 
themselves, then sustainability is possible. 
They become stewards. ‘

Her approach is called the Governance of 
Complex Economic Systems

Joint Winner of the Nobel Prize for Economic Science 2009

5. Create the culture of stewardship and  
collective responsibility

Stewardship is to be responsible for  preserving and improving a resource which one 
does not own for future generations 
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Questions?



Everyone deserves Gold Standard End of Life Care

Dr Julie Barker

Associate Medical Director

Why should ICB partners prioritise 

Quality End of Life Care?



Join at Menti.com with code: 71 22 11 3



Prioritise quality of 

life over prolonging it 

for elderly, Chris 

Whitty tells medics

England’s chief medical officer says 

more realistic conversations needed 

about some treatments’ side-effects

He also urged families not to shy away from conversations with older relatives about health 

choices such as the extent to which they would want medical interventions to be escalated in 

an emergency. These discussions could be mediated by a GP, Whitty suggested, and need 

not be “frightening conversations”. “If you talk to older people, they will all want to have this 

conversation,” he said.
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1.This report is about improving quality of life rather 

than longevity

3. Urban areas are not where the growth in older 

people is occurring; more peripheral

areas are where the increase in need will be seen

11. Improving quality of life in older age sometimes 

means less medicine, not more

FACT:
We are getting older and living with more 
multi-morbidity than ever before.

So we need to think & do differently adapt & 
ensure that we are doing the right things for our 
population.

Where are you 

on this map?
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Specifically
11. Improving quality of life in older age sometimes means less medicine, not more

It is essential that all patients, but especially those in later old age, are able to have realistic

discussions with their doctors about whether more treatment will improve quality of

remaining life. Some treatments may extend life but at the expense of reducing its

remaining quality and independence; the decision about how to balance these should be

the patient’s. This needs full and realistic information from their medical advisors. Examples

might be major operations, or chemotherapy, or continuing drugs which have side effects

and whose principal aim is to extend life, or repeated admissions to hospital. In medicine it

is often easier to do more things, even when it is far from clear that quality of life will

increase as a result. Over-treatment is as inappropriate as under-treatment in all patients,

including older patients. 

Greater use of advance care plans can help avoid over-treatment.  Out-of-hours doctors, hospital clinicians 

and carers may be less familiar with someone’s wishes.

Consider how your area is training your front line staff in conversations designed to avoid 

over-treatment………..
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Commissioning



Everyone deserves Gold Standard End of Life Care.
Ambitions Self-Assessment Tool

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&rct=j&opi=89978449&url=https://www.england.nhs.uk/north/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2018/11/final-ambitions-palliative-and-end-of-life-care-self-assessment-tool.xlsx&ved=2ahUKEwijraG-8Y-FAxUWUUEAHQtTC34QFnoECBsQAQ&usg=AOvVaw08MupsdNs6YmF4hfLTUWHM
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Example of prioritisation at ‘PLACE’   Notts



Everyone deserves Gold Standard End of Life Care.

What families and carers told us

about end-of-life care

Recently bereaved families and carers said

commissioners need to ensure that:

• staff are consistently compassionate – trained in

caring skills, as well as clinical skills

• there is good communication, so that patients

and carers are fully involved and fully supported

• all the services involved are well co-ordinated

and seamless

• people know what to expect, the range of

services available for them and how to access

them

• services meet the specific needs of people from

different ethnic and religious groups.

Key findings (23 Feb 23)

Commissioning end-of-life care for people dying at home needs 

to improve. 

ICB leaders should ensure that commissioners:

• understand patient, carer and community

experiences

• track needs and act on inequalities

• include generalist and social care in quality

monitoring

• convene partners to collaborate on

improvement.



Everyone deserves Gold Standard End of Life Care.
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PEoLC Delivery Plan
Priority Outcomes Outputs and Measures 2024/25

1. Improving 

Access

1.1. People are identified as likely to be in the last 12 

months of life and are offered personalised care and 

support planning

1.2. Staff, patients and carers can access the care and 

advice they need, whatever time of day

1.3. Equitable access to PEoLC for all, focussing on locally 

identified under-served populations

1.1. There will be X% increase in those identified and X% of people offered PCSP compared to baseline

1.2.1. Phase 1: 24/7 generalist PEoLC services provided across all regions

1.2.2. Phase 1: 24/7 remote access to specialist palliative care advice for staff and carers provided across all 

regions

1.2.3. Phase 2: 7-day face to face specialist palliative care services provided across all regions

1.3.1. PEoLC SCNs can evidence improved access for locally identified under-served populations from a 

baseline.

2. Improving 

Quality

2.1. High quality palliative and end of life care for all, 

irrespective of condition or diagnosis

2.2. A confident workforce with the knowledge, skills and 

capability to deliver high quality PEoLC

2.3. High quality PEoLC across all systems

2.1 PEoLC SCNs can evidence improved quality for locally identified priority groups from a baseline

2.2.1 PEoLC SCNs can evidence improved staff confidence, knowledge and skills in PEOLC from a 

baseline

2.3.1 X% of acute settings rated as good or outstanding in all domains

2.3.2 0% of acute settings rated as inadequate

2.3.3 PEoLC SCNs can evidence improved patient/carer experience from a baseline.

3. Improving 

Sustainability

3.1 PEoLC is sustainably commissioned

3.2 The PEoLC workforce is fit-for-purpose, now and in the 

future

3.3. Personalised and community focused approaches 

are fundamental to improving the PEOLC experience

3.1 Framework for best practice commissioning and funding for PEoLC embedded in at least 50% of ICSs in 

each region

3.2. Each ICS has a workforce plan for PEoLC and demonstrates year on year improvement

3.3.1 X% increase in referrals to social prescribing for PEoLC from baseline within each PCN

3.3.2 Each PCN has an identified social prescribing lead for PEoLC

3.3.3 ICSs evidence improved patient experience in personalised and community focused approaches to 

PEOLC

Patient 

Identification 24/7 support & 

co-ordination ACP including 

TEP

Workforce:

Training & 

Confidence

Strategy
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BJGP March 2018. K Thomas, M Gray
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We should measure what matters, but it 

matters who chooses the measures
Research in the spotlight

25 March 2024

Measuring the overall performance of Healthcare Providers

Outcomes 
&
Metrics

Spring budget:  ‘The focus on productivity in turn shines a light on the performance of 

providers as the main way we measure how ‘productive’ the NHS is.’

What do we know about what matters most to 

patients & their families?

https://pdf.sciencedirectassets.com/271821/1-s2.0-S0277953624X00040/1-s2.0-S0277953624000261/main.pdf?X-Amz-Security-Token=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&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20240325T153005Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAQ3PHCVTY3GGMN3NB/20240325/us-east-1/s3/aws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=fa7a484ba14469788eb5275b925ef37793d897da8a6e3d030da348955ee0281e&hash=1c9162065030caef168c92b591d4a9b0344d11839634a72d4bc4a69165c54d3a&host=68042c943591013ac2b2430a89b270f6af2c76d8dfd086a07176afe7c76c2c61&pii=S0277953624000261&tid=spdf-31e28c97-312a-4472-a423-e0d8c9197270&sid=7482258e7156f5481a9a1c2509da8f65fb02gxrqb&type=client&tsoh=d3d3LnNjaWVuY2VkaXJlY3QuY29t&ua=050d5d545f0100500e&rr=869ff0af7fbc23f0&cc=gb
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Qualitative Review of Advance
Care Planning at End of Life.

• Opportunities for identification often missed

• Advance Care Planning Conversations not consistently offered

• Information sharing & EPaCCS improving but patchy

• Care co-ordination & escalation response (Respect Audit) often missing

• Strong patient-centric GP leadership positively affects care *

• Patient outcomes closely associated to the above 
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‘The carers didn’t 

have a clue’ (Fast 

track CHC 

contracted 

company)

The fact that the doctors & carers 

knew Dad well gave us huge comfort 

but we were offered help much too 

late.

What Families are 
saying..

‘She was clear on 

what she wanted 

and everyone made 

that happen.’

'He was just left to die 

and no-one told us what 

was happening’. Hospital 

admission for several weeks, no ACP

Social care is a minefield, 

so disjointed.

They should be made to have 

a quality standards for the 

money they get.
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Peoples’ experiences of Palliative & EOL Care Jan 2024

Compassionate Sheffield

https://www.healthwatchsheffield.co.uk/sites/healthwatchsheffield.co.uk/files/FINALPeople's%20experiences%20of%20palliative%20and%20end%20of%20life%20care.pdf
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Finding our patients 
& using data to reduce inequality
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ACP : Respect Plans
Targeted actions
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Data Intelligence - NHS Future,  EOL Workspace 
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Know your    

challenges!



Mansfield North
Information Pack

Palliative Care / End of Life

August 2023

To identify missing patients see eHealthScope –
workflow – EOL management



Fill in different pages depending on what stage patient is at, 
(tabs at the top)

Accessing and Using the ‘EPaCCS’ template

Click the link at the bottom 
of page to access a new 
‘ReSPECT’ form

Tick the GSF stage prognosis box as 
appropriate. This records that they 
are on the EPaCCS register
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Sharing Advance Care Plans & TEPs
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Number of 
patients on 
EPaCCS

total ed 
attendance

Average number of 
attendances per person

19/20 2,551 5,304 2.08

20/21 2,653 4,240 1.60

21/22 2,843 3,433 1.21

Number of 
patients on 
EPaCCS Total admissions

Average number of 
admissions per person

19/20 2,551 3,467 1.36

20/21 2,653 2,822 1.06

21/22 2,843 2,032 0.71

Integrated GSF Cross-boundary pro-active care
makes a big difference !

Reduced hospital transfers

Reduced emergency admissions



Brave conversations, brave decisions

Just because we can, doesn’t mean we have to: a holistic 

approach is needed

Limited resources : prioritisation is needed more than ever -

benefit more people for less expenditure; avoid unnecessary 

interventions having identified what matters most to our patients.
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Questions?
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Dr Joanne Bowen

Palliative Medical Consultant

Dudley Group NHS Foundation Trust

Role of GSF as a springboard for change. 

Case Study: Dudley 
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Questions?



https://advancecareplanday.org/

@ACPDay2024
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Please complete our Post-Event Survey: 

https://forms.office.com/e/nYGgx7nNN4

To express an interest in GSF Training for your 

ICS, complete the EOI form: 

https://forms.office.com/e/FpX5Z2je7T

https://forms.office.com/e/nYGgx7nNN4
https://forms.office.com/e/nYGgx7nNN4
https://forms.office.com/e/FpX5Z2je7T
https://forms.office.com/e/FpX5Z2je7T
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ICS Offer

•Commissioning a provider organisation/s to join a GSF 

programme (Hospitals, PCN, Care Homes, Domiciliary Care 

Agencies, Retirement Villages or Prisons) 

•EOLC roadshow - awareness raising event across the ICS 

•Bespoke training tailored to ICS needs and requirements 

•ICS Accreditation



Everyone deserves Gold Standard End of Life Care

Thank you for joining us today. 

FOLLOW US:

https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-gold-standards-framework
https://www.youtube.com/@goldstandardsframework2824/videos
https://twitter.com/GSFCentre
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